
Half day workshop led by Eco-Psychotherapist Lara Just . 

The Walled Garden at Mells - access to the Garden Cafe and

Garden Nursery . Near Frome/Radstock , Somerset . 

Contact : lara@adadsu .com / 07791 991199

www .adadsu .com / www .ecotherapyonline .com

CREATIVE WRITING &
SELF-THERAPY

S E P T E M B E R  T H U  1 7 T H ,  2 0 2 0 ,  9 : 3 0 A M - 1 2 : 0 0 A M  
£ 2 5  P E R  T I C K E T

A creative and therapeutic writing workshop

incorporating nature and mindfulness-based activities.

Escape your usual routine to be surrounded by nature,

at the beautiful Walled Garden of Mells, Somerset. 

Come to pause, reset, reflect, write, meditate, heal and

connect with your inner creative wisdom in nature. 
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Do you like writing? Have you ever

wanted to start writing or journaling

but didn’t know how to keep it

going or enjoy the benefits? Do you

need a break from your usual

routine? Do you feel stuck or seek

inspiration? Do you just crave to get

away and have some space to reset

and recharge?

This workshop is for anyone

interested in creative and nature-

based approaches to increase

wellbeing and resilience. You don’t

have to be experienced. It is about

ways to find deeper connections

with our inner true expressive self.

You will experience various

supportive exercises, that you can

take into your everyday life. There

will be time to reflect and share your

experiences with others. 

You  get a chance to explore the

beautiful Walled Garden setting in a

more sensory way during the

workshop event. Just bring yourself, a

pen and a journal or diary.

  

This half day is facilitated by eco-

psychotherapist Lara Just. Lara has

used creative and nature-based

approaches in her clinical practice for

many years, including utilising

outdoor therapy strategies online.

After the workshop there is access to

the Cafe onsite that can provide

refreshments and lunch with various

seating area options amongst the

plants. 

Take this time to be nourished in

beautiful surroundings. A space

where your heart, mind and soul get

a chance to breathe - and be.


